CORRIGENDUM

Specification of ‘Water Proof Suit’ as mentioned in serial no. 36 of Tender Notice vide no. D.22012/DGP/PUR/2019/171 Dated 4th August, 2020 as, “.... the word ‘POLICE’ in “Ariel black font” imprinted at the back with blue reflector material”, should be read as, “.... the word ‘POLICE’ in “Ariel black font” imprinted at the back with white reflector material”. The word ‘blue’ is replaced with ‘white’.

And, in the next sentence, it was specified that, “Mizoram Police logo in the left chest with reflector material (size-8cm height and 7cm width) should be printed”. In this sentence, the word “reflector material” be omitted and should be read as, “Mizoram Police logo in the left chest (size-8cm height and 7cm width) should be printed”.

Sd/-

(C.LALNUNMAWIA)
Asst. Inspector General of Police (P&L)
for Director General of Police,
Mizoram : Aizawl.


Copy to :-

1) Under Secretary, Home for information
2) SSP(W), for uploading at the Mizoram Police Website.
3) The Director, I&PR for information and necessary action.
4) I/C PCS, Supply Br., PHQ- To inform intended quotationers through media (WhatsApp).
5) Office Order Book.

(C.LALNUNMAWIA)
Asst. Inspector General of Police (P&L)
for Director General of Police,
Mizoram : Aizawl.